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“Learning is not attained by chance, it 

attended to with diligence.”

 

Dear Parents, 

 

Nursery Department is organizing various fun filled activities for Pre

coming weeks to equipped them with knowledge and learning.

Global Tiger Day, 24,July 

wild life” we are organizing “Tiger Headgear Making Competition .“

 

Show And Tell ,30,July 2015 (Thursday)

skills and  to remove their stage fear.   Lines should be in English  

minimum 4-5 lines  .Send props accordingly that can be easily handled by kids. 

The best will be awarded. 

 

Salad Making, 31,july ,2015(Friday

health and nutrition and the importance of raw vegetables, we 

are organizing Salad Making Competitio

your ward for the same and send material(for salad) in separate box for 

competition  The best presentation will be awarded.  

 

My Self 4 August 2015(Tuesday

“My Self” competition will

herself/himself on stage. Best participants will be awarded. 

  

 
PRINCIPAL 
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“Learning is not attained by chance, it must be sought for with ardor and 
attended to with diligence.” 

Nursery Department is organizing various fun filled activities for Pre

coming weeks to equipped them with knowledge and learning.

Global Tiger Day, 24,July 2015(Friday)-To aware them about “save 

wild life” we are organizing “Tiger Headgear Making Competition .“

Show And Tell ,30,July 2015 (Thursday)- To develop their oratory 

skills and  to remove their stage fear.   Lines should be in English  

nes  .Send props accordingly that can be easily handled by kids. 

Salad Making, 31,july ,2015(Friday) – To make them aware about 

health and nutrition and the importance of raw vegetables, we 

are organizing Salad Making Competition in class .Kindly prepare 

your ward for the same and send material(for salad) in separate box for 

competition  The best presentation will be awarded.   

My Self 4 August 2015(Tuesday) – To make students confident in social group 

“My Self” competition will be there where child will speak 5

herself/himself on stage. Best participants will be awarded.  
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